
8 Chapter 1

Take a look at figure 1. What did you see? Now take a look at the Dal-

matian sniffing on the ground. Most people do not see the Dalmatian on 

the first look. Once they know she is there, however, they easily see her— 

and, in fact, they can no longer look at the picture without noticing she is 

there. The context of the black-and-white background keeps us from no-

ticing the Dalmatian, just as our profit-focused work environments can 

keep us from seeing the ethical implications of our actions.

As the Dalmatian picture demonstrates, we are “boundedly aware”: 

our perceptions and decision making are constrained in ways we don’t 

realize. In addition to falling prey to bounded awareness, recent research 

finds we are also subject to bounded ethicality, or systematic constraints 

on our morality that favor our own self-interest at the expense of the inter-

est of others. As an example, a colleague of Ann’s once mentioned that 

she had decided not to vaccinate her children given a perceived potential 

connection between vaccines and autism. After noting that this was a de-

cision her colleague had a right to make, Ann suggested that she might 

be overweighing the risks of the vaccine in comparison to the risk of the 

disease. Ann also raised the possibility that her colleague was not fully 

Figure 1. Photograph copyright © 1965 by Ronald C. James
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18 Chapter 1

tions, it is because Sweden gives the survivors of the deceased a greater 

opportunity to decline to donate.)

The number of lives that potentially could be saved in the United 

States— 6,000 annually— from a simple change in the laws is a poignant 

example of the role that society can play in creating and perpetuating blind 

spots. While there may be insightful, honest people who are opposed to 

organ donation for religious or moral reasons, our focus is on the plethora 

of citizens and leaders who would prefer option A upon reflection, yet  

who stand by while our nation continues to resort to option B. 

As concerned members of society, all of us want the individuals and 

organizations that represent us to behave ethically. Yet those making deci-

sions that affect society tend to be unaware of the blind spots that prevent 

them from doing just that. Consider a story involving Supreme Court 

justice Antonin Scalia. In March 2004, the Sierra Club filed a motion ask-

ing Scalia to recuse himself from the Cheney v. U.S. District Court case on 

the grounds that Scalia had hunted ducks in Louisiana with Vice Presi-
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Figure 2. Organ donation across European countries. From E. J. Johnson and D. 
Goldstein (2003), “Do Defaults Save Lives?” Science 302:1338–39. Reprinted with 
permission from AAAS.
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Chapter 2

Why Traditional Approaches to Ethics  
Won’t Save You

Imagine that you are standing on a footbridge spanning some trolley 

tracks (see figure 3). You see that a runaway trolley is threatening to kill 

five people. Standing next to you, in between the oncoming trolley and the 

five people, is a railway worker wearing a large backpack. You quickly real-

ize that the only way to save the people is to push this man off the bridge 

and onto the tracks below. The man will die, but his body will stop the 

trolley from reaching the others. (You quickly understand that you can’t 

jump yourself because you aren’t carrying enough weight to stop the trol-

ley, and there’s no time to put on the man’s backpack.) Legal concerns 

aside, would it be ethical for you to save the five people by pushing this 

stranger to his death?

We have just described a very famous philosophy problem known as 

the “footbridge dilemma.”1 It is often used to contrast two different nor-

Figure 3. The footbridge dilemma 
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26 Chapter 2

to focus on the belief that having five people die would be worse than 

having one person die.5 This is prototypical utilitarian thinking because 

of its focus on the consequences of actions. 

When people are exposed to both of these problems, some are both-

ered by the arguable inconsistency of deciding to flip the switch to turn 

the trolley (in the trolley dilemma), contrasted with the decision not to 

push the man over the bridge (in the footbridge dilemma). Those who are 

bothered by the inconsistency tend to make the footbridge decision intui-

tively; later exposure to the trolley dilemma then leads them to greater 

reflection consistent with utilitarian reasoning. As these two stories illus-

trate, we sometimes use the implied philosophical principles discussed 

earlier to make judgments. However, we tend to apply these rules incon-

sistently, and we sometimes violate what we would do if we gave the ques-

tion more thought. 

We have no vested stake in whether you are more of a utilitarian or a 

deontologist, or if you decide to become one or the other upon finishing 

this book. You are welcome to your own opinion about what to do in the 

footbridge and trolley problems. Our aim is simply to alert readers to po-

tential inconsistencies in their decisions and actions— and, in particular, 

to the gap that exists between their behavior and their perceptions of their 

behavior, a gap that traditional ethical approaches tend to ignore.

Figure 4. The trolley (switch) problem
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You Aren’t as Ethical as You Think You Are 67

When it comes time to make a decision, our thoughts are dominated 

by thoughts of how we want to behave; thoughts of how we should behave 

disappear. A study of movie rental preferences vividly demonstrates the 

dominance of the want self at the time of a decision.6 Consider that we 

tend to categorize movies we haven’t seen into two basic types: educa-

tional or artistic movies that we think we should watch, such as 90 Degrees 

South: With Scott to the Antarctic, and movies we actually want to watch, 

such as Kill Bill 2. In Max’s study with Katy Milkman and Todd Rogers, 

people returned “want” movies to an online DVD rental company signifi-

cantly earlier than they returned “should” movies, suggesting that the 

“should” DVDs sat unwatched on coffee tables longer than the “want” 

movies did. At the time study participants actually decided which movie 

to watch, the “want” self beat the “should” self. 

When ordering movies to watch later, we are in the prediction phase 

of decision making, forecasting which movies we think we will watch. At 

this time, we are preoccupied by thoughts of what we should watch. An 

internal dialogue might go something like this: “If I’m going to sit in 

Decision Time

RecollectionPrediction

Should

Want

“I should behave
ethically…therefore I will”

“I should have behaved
ethically…therefore I did”

“I don't see the ethical implications of
this decision . . . so I do what I want to do”

Forecasting errors

Ethical fading
Visceral responses

Memory revisionism
Shifting standards

Figure 5. A temporal perspective on the battle between our “want” and “should” 
selves
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When We Ignore Unethical Behavior 85

ness. Consider the child sexual abuse scandals that have rocked the 

Catholic Church. How did the abuse run rampant for decades without 

being stopped by the church’s hierarchy? To take one striking example, 

Cardinal Bernard F. Law, the archbishop of Boston, failed to act on the 

enormous amount of child abuse that occurred under his jurisdiction. He 

admitted in court papers that he knew about accusations against John J. 

Geoghan, later convicted as a child molester, yet Law returned the priest 

to parish work. Law also admitted that he kept James Foley active in his 

ministry despite learning in 1993 that the priest had fathered two children 

with a woman in his parish and, in 1973, had fled the scene when she took 

a lethal dose of pills in an apparent suicide attempt. Law kept many other 

criminals and church rule-breakers active in the priesthood.6 

Making the question more complex, Cardinal Law, a former civil rights 
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Figure 6. Home runs hit by the top three MLB players, 1990–2009
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Our Credo
We believe our !rst responsibility is to the doctors, nurses and patients,

to mothers and fathers and all others who use our products and services.
In meeting their needs everything we do must be of high quality.

We must constantly strive to reduce our costs
in order to maintain reasonable prices.

Customers’ orders must be serviced promptly and accurately.
Our suppliers and distributers must have an opportunity

to make a fair pro!t.
 

We are responsible to our employees,
the men and women who work with us throughout the world.

Everyone must be considered as an individual.
We must respect their dignity and recognize their merit.

They must have a sense of security in their jobs.
Compensation must be fair and adequate,

and working conditions clean, orderly and safe.
We must be mindful of ways to help our employees ful!ll

their family responsibilities.
Employees must feel free to make suggestions and complaints.
There must be equal opportunity for employment, development

and advancement for those quali!ed.
We must provide competent management,
and their actions must be just and ethical.

 
We are responsible to the communities in which we live and work

and to the world community as well.
We must be good citizens–support good works and charities

and bear our fair share of taxes.
We must encourage civic improvements and better health and education.

We must maintain in good order
the property we are privileged to use,

protecting the environment and natural resources.

Our !nal responsibility is to our stockholders.
Business must make a sound pro!t.

We must experiment with new ideas.
Research must be carried on, innovative programs developed

and mistakes paid for.
New equipment must be purchased, new facilities provided

and new products launched.
Reserves must be created to provide for adverse times.

When we operate according to these principles,
the stockholders should realize a fair return.

Figure 7. Johnson & Johnson Credo. Reprinted with permission from Johnson & 
Johnson.
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False Hope in the “Ethical Organization” 127

Table 1
Designing Effective Systems to Promote Ethical Behavior in Organizations

Barriers What problems can arise? Issues to consider

Reward systems Reward systems don’t 
consider the means to which 
people may go to achieve the 
goals or the potential impact 
on other goals.

When setting goals, brainstorm 
all of the side-effects of achiev-
ing the stated goal. Involve those 
who are actually being rewarded 
and ask them to identify the 
likely behaviors that will result.

Sanctioning systems Punishing unacceptable 
behavior encourages ethical 
fading and increases the prob-
ability that the behavior will 
be evaluated via a cost-benefit 
analysis rather than on its 
ethicality.

Include ethical assessments 
when making decisions related 
to personnel, strategy, or opera-
tions. Make sure that the ques-
tion “What ethical implications 
might arise from this decision?” 
is asked routinely when consid-
ering various options.

Moral compensation Ethical acts can be used as 
justification for unacceptable 
behavior in another domain.

Have separate standards for 
ethical and unethical behavior. 
Set a zero-tolerance policy for 
unethical behavior. Set high 
expectations for ethical behavior 
and stress the importance 
of continually raising ethical 
standards.

Informal systems Informal cultures and peer 
pressure can dominate 
well-intended formal ethics 
systems.

Inventory the organization’s 
informal systems and work to 
understand the underlying pres-
sures on employees. Strive to 
create positive informal cultures 
that reinforce ethical behavior 
and shun unethical behavior.
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